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O N  T H E  G E N E R A  VENUSIA,  EUCHCECA AND HYDRELIA.  

EY 1,OUIS B. PROUT, LONDON, ENGLAND. 

I n  Mr. Pearsall's valuable ' l  Review of our Geometrid Classification 

-No. 3,"" a venational character is not mentioned, which-with the 

rarest possible exceptions, none being known to me save Alsophila-is as  

reliable as the structure of veins 5 and 8 of the hind wings, and which has 
been used as generic in the Larentiinze ( =  Hydriorneninze) by Hampson, 

and more recently by Dr. Turner in an able revision of the Australian 
genera of the subfamily.j- I allude to the structure of the discocellulars 
of the hind wings. Ignoring minor variations which Mr. Pearsall might 
prefer to place in his " auxilizry group," there are two essential4 different 
forms : ( I )  simple, or with a single angle inwards, marking the point of 
contact of the middle discocellular with the lower, vein 5 being in these 
cases either from the angle or from above it (or from the middle or above 
it where there is no appreciable anglej ; ( 2 )  biangulate, with vein 5 from 
the lower angle, thus from nearer (sometimes very much nearer) to 4 than 
to 6. T h e  first form nlay be seen in Eudzde, Bujitlzecin, Xnntlzo?-hoe' (so 
far as it is hon~ogeneous), and others, as well as in the vast majority of 
non-larentiids ; the second form in Rachedn, Ojorini~z (=Epirrita),  
Hyn'riomena (except a few dissonant species which Hulst has included), 
Marnzopferyx, and many others. 

Tha t  this distinction is correlated with real phylogenetic differences, I 
have little doubt. Several genera " of GuenCe, upon whose system I 
worked in my early days, and which dissatisfied me profoundly on larval 
grounds, have proved to divide very satisfactorily with the aid of the 
discocellular character-for example his ~lrlelai~t j fe  and Anticlea. 

Now, it happens that Pucilaca (type obliterntn, Hufn.) and Nydrelz'a 
(type kstnceata, Don.) fall into group I (with discocellulars simple), and 
Yenusin (type cnmbrica, Curt.) into group z .  There was much discussion 
on the American representatives of these a few years ago, and much useful 
revision was done, notwithstanding some regrettable differences of opinion. 
But no one seems to have noticed that cnmbricn, Curt.; co?~@taria, Walk.; 
Pearsalli, Dyar, and duodecimdinenta, Paclr. ( = unz$ecta, Pearsall), which 
are so much alike superficially, all agree in the hind wing venation 
(discocellulars biangulate), mhile lucntn, Guen., and the much-enduring 
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species which Mr. Pearsall named exhumata, but now tells us should be 

called inomata,  Hulst (thepen'ilzeatn of the figures in Packard's Mono- 

graph), belong to the other group (discocellulars simple), as typified by the 
European testacenta-to which, moreover, the said "exhzunata " bears an 

extremely close superficial resemblance. Would it not be better to group 
the species after this stable character than after the secondary sexual one 
of the male an tennz?  

I may add here that I think Meyrick was wrong in sinking Hya'7.el'ia 
to Euchaca, the whole habitus of the latter (unrepresented in America) 
suggests that it is suigeneris, though I have not leisure to work out its 
character exhaustively, and only mention that vein 5 of hind wings is 
usually much nearer to 6 than to 4, cell very short, etc. 

T h e  species 3329 to 3336 in Dyar's List should, it seems to me, be 
distributed as follows : 

VENUSIA, Curtis. 
Section I.- & antennze bipectinate. 

3329. ca?/zbrica, Cultis. 
Section 11.- antennz unipectinate. 

3330. a'uon'eciml'i~ieata, Packard. 
Section 111.- d antennx shortly ciliated. 

3331. compta~ia,  Walker (not of Hulst ?). 
333 I .  ( I )  Pearsalli, Dyar (przc. var. ?). 

TRICHODEZIA, Warren. 
333 2. al'bovittata, GuenCe. 
3393. Calz~or?ziata, Packard. 

(3334 goes to Bz~pithecia.) 

HYDRELIA, Hubner. 
3335. Zucatcc, GuenCe. 
3335. ( I )  perlineatn, Auct. (Packard pro parte), = znornata, Hulst, 

(fide Pearsall) = exhzrmata, Pearsall. 
3 3 3 6  albifera, Walker. 

The value of this character lies largely in the ease with which it can 
be observed, even by those who are not well acc~lstomed to close study of 
structure ; and I would point out that if, as has been suggested (though to 
me it seems well-nigh unthinkable), confusion ever really arises between 
worn specimens of comptaria and L i  i n o n ~ a t a , "  it can instantly be set a t  
rest in this way. 




